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CONTINUOUS RINGS AND RINGS 
OF QUOTIENTS 

BY 

S. S. PAGE 

I. Introduction. Throughout R will denote an associative ring with identity. 
Let Z€(R) be the left singular ideal of R. It is well known that Z€(R) = 0 if and 
only if the left maximal ring of quotients of R, Q(R), is Von Neumann regular. 
When Z€(R) = 0, q(R) is also a left self injective ring and is, in fact, the 
injective hull of R. A natural generalization of the notion of injective is the 
concept of left continuous as studied by Utumi [4]. One of the major 
obstacles to studying the relationships between Q(R) and R is a description of 
J(Q(R)), the Jacobson radical of Q(R). When a ring is left continuous, then its 
left singular ideal is its Jacobson radical. This facilitates the study of the cases 
when either Q(R) is continuous or R is continuous. 

Since, in case R is left self-injective, Q(R) = R, it is natural to ask what 
happens in case R is left continuous. It does seem to be true that left continuity 
of R implies that of Q(R). 

Generalizations of all the above questions can be placed in the setting of 
torsion theories of Gabriel [1], and so this is the setting in which we work. 

If a ring R is both right and left continuous we know from Utumi, [4], that 
Z€(R) = J(R) = Zr(R). When Z€(R)^09 then Ze(R) is not the torsion part of 
jR relative to the torsion theory determined by the essential left ideals, but 
Z2{R) is. In the final section of this note we show that if R has enough 
non-singular primitive idempotents (e = e2 is non singular if Z€(Re) = 0) then 
Z2

r(R) = Z$(R). From this we deduce that continuous rings with enough 
non-singular idempotents are products of regular rings and rings in which the 
Jacobson radical is essential as a left ideal and as a right ideal. 

II. Preliminaries. Throughout R will denote a ring with identity and, unless 
otherwise stated or obvious, all modules will be unitary left modules. 

For torsion theory and localization we will use the following notation and 
terminology due mainly to Goldman [2]. A torsion theory will be denoted by a 
and a will also denote the subfunctor of the identity functor which picks out 
the torsion submodule, ^ will denote the corresponding filter of left ideals, Q^ 
the localization functor, elements of 3*^ will be called cr-open left ideals and a 
submodule, N, of a module M such that <r(M/N) = M/N will be called a 
o--open submodule. All a will be assumed to be idempotent. 
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DEFINITION AND THEOREM [2], Let a be a torsion theory. The following are 
equivalent 

(i) all Oo-(J^) modules are cr-torsion free 
(ii) For i(R) = the image of R in Q^R) and Ue^ QŒ(U)î(L0 = QAR) 

(iii) 0o.(JR)(8)R(M) for all R modules M. 
(iv) Qv preserves direct sums and is right exact. 
We say a torsion theory a is perfect if a satisfies any of (i)-(iv) in the above. 

We will also identify R with i(R) whenever a(R) = 0. 

DEFINITION. The left singular submodule of a module M is the set of 
elements annihilated by essential left ideals of R, and will be denoted by 
Z€(M). Z2

€(M) will denote the inverse image in M under the natural map of the 
left singular submodule of M/Z€(M). 

We will say that a submodule N of a module M misses a submodule N' of M 
if Nr\N' = 0, that N is a complement if N is maximal w.r.t. missing some AT 
and that a pair (N, N') are mutual complements if N is maximal w.r.t. missing 
N' and N' is maximal w.r.t. missing N. 

DEFINITION. An R -module M is called continuous if (i) each submodule has 
an essential extension in M which is a direct summand of M, (ii) each 
submodule isomorphic to a direct summand is a direct summand. 

A ring is said to be left continuous if it is continuous as a left module over 
itself. Note that all left self-injective rings are left continuous. 

LEMMA. If M is a continuous R module and N a complement in M, then N is a 
direct summand of M. 

Proof. Let AT be such that N is maximal w.r.t. missing N'. Then N is 
contained in a direct summand which is an essential extension of N, but by 
maximality N is this summand. 

III. Quotient Rings. If R is a ring with zero singular left ideal and 3 ^ is the 
filter of dense left ideals, Q^iR) is a regular (Von-Neumann) ring and can be 
identified with the injective hull of R. In case Z€(R)^0, then Q^iR) is not 
regular, is not necessarily self-injective and can not be identified with the 
injective hull of R. In general, if R is self-injective and cr is a torsion theory for 
which a(R) = 0, then Q<T(R) = R, so is self-injective. 

We first examine the quotient rings of left continuous rings. 

PROPOSITION. Let R be a left continuous ring and a a torsion theory with 
a(R) = 0. Then every left ideal of Q^iR) is contained in a Q^Ryessential 
extension which is a Q^iR) summand of Q^iR). 

Proof. Let I be a nonzero left ideal of Q^iR). Then IHR^O. Let X be any 
complement of inR and let Y be maximal w.r.t. missing X and containing 
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IC\R. Such X and Y exist by Zorn's lemma. Then, because R is continuous 
R = X 0 Y and Q^R) = Q c r(X)0 Q^Y). Now R H I is £-essential in <2/ and Y 
is £ -essential in Q^iY) so £ 0 1 is R -essential in Q^iY). It follows that 
Q^R fl J) 3 f is Q^W-essential in Q^Y) . 

LEMMA. Let Rbe a ring and a a perfect torsion theory with cr(R) = 0. Then if I 
is a left ideal of Q^CR), QÀR H I) = I. 

Proof. 1/R fl I is cr-torsion and, since a is perfect, J is cr-torsion free and 
Q<r(Rnl) = Q<r(R)®Rni=Q€r(R)(RnI)^L But by the definition of 
QO-CJR fl I) we must have equality since all Q^OR) modules are cr-torsion free. 

We now can prove: 

THEOREM. Let R be a ring, a a perfect torsion theory with o-(R) = 0. IfR is left 
continuous then Q^iR) is left continuous. 

Proof. By the previous proposition all we need show is that if A and B are 
left ideals of Q^R) with A = Qe, e2 = e and A = B , then 5 = 0 / for some 
/ = / 2 . First note that QeHR is a complement of Q(l-e)C\R so is a direct 
summand of R, hence we have Qe H R = i?e', (e')2 = e', and Qe '= Qe. There
fore, without loss of generality, we let eeR. Let i(f:Qe-*B be a QŒ-
isomorphism. The image of Re = Qe H R under i/f is a cr-open R -submodule of 
B, Bx say. Now B1C\R = B2 is an open submodule of Bt hence of B. Since <x 
is perfect Q(T{R)B2 = B. Now take, by left continuity of R, B2 c j?g, g2 = g, and 
2?2 essential in Rg. Then Off(fig) = Off(l?)g, by perfectness of a and cr(R) = 0. 
Also Qo.CR)g is an essential extension of B2 hence of B. Let 13 = 
{re R :rgeB2}. Then since JB2C QCT(JR)g, Eg = B2 . This says Q(T(R)Eg = B. 
Since £ = Q ^ W e , £ = 0^(1?)6 for some ft. Let 6 = £r=i q^g where q£ G Q^CR) 
and xf G R Let B3 be the left ideal of Q^iR) generated by {Xig}?=1. B3 c B 2 and 
Q0 .CR)JB3 = B , so B 3 is cr-open in B2. Let A 0 be the left ideal of R generated 
by i^~1(jcig) i = l, . . . , n . Note that A 0 is o--open in Re. Note also that if 
xeZjCR), then JCGZKQ^CR)) , the Q<r(jR)-singular submodule of Q^JR). Since 
I? is left continuous, Zt(R) is the Jacobson radical of R and indempotents of 
R/ZiiR) lift. Now letting Y be the image of Y in R/Z^R) for Y any subset of 
JR we see that Â0 is generated by an idempotent. Lemma 3.1 of [4] implies we 
have an idempotent h in Re such that Rh = Â0. Then h-zeA0 for some 
z eZX{R). Then h-hzeA0 and R(h-hz) = Rh(l — z). Now 1 - z is a unit so 
R(h — hz) = Rel9 where e\-exeA0. It follows that A 0 is generated by 
e1? z 2 , . . . , zn, with Zi G ZJ(R) Ci A0, i = 2 , . . . , n. If Re^ Reu then JRe = 
Rex®Re2 with e!e2 = 0 and e | = e2. Since A0 is cr-open, e2 = q 1 e 1 +Xï=2^ i 
which gives e2 = £[L2 ^x^i e ^ ( Q ) so e2 = 0. If A0 = Re then iKj?e) c ^ anc* is 
idempotent generated by / = / 2 say. It follows that Qf = B. 

Of course, many non-left continuous rings have left continuous quotient 
rings. Consequences of having a left continuous quotient ring are what we take 
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up next. The easiest and most straightforward observation is the following: 

PROPOSITION. If R is a ring, a a torsion theory for which o-(R) = 0 and Q^iR) 
is left continuous, then for any pair (A, B) of mutual left complements, A® Be 

&„• 

Proof. If A and B are mutual complements then Q(T(A)DQ(T(B) = 0 in 
Q^CR). Suppose C is a left ideal of Q^R) and C^Q^A) and CH Q(T(B) = 0. 
Then CHR => A so CO R = A for C fï B DR = 0. But C= Q^ (A) is a comple
ment in QviR). The same holds for Q^iB) w.r.t. Q^iA) and because QŒ(/?) is 
left continuous Q<T(A)®Q(T(B) = Q^R). We also have O f f (A0B) = 
O<r(A)0O<T(B) so that A®Be^. 

COROLLARY. If R, a, and Q^iR) are as above and A is open in a complement 
of B in R then Q^iA) is a direct summand in Q^iR). 

Utumi showed in [4] that for left continuous rings, R, Z€{R) = J(R). In case 
Q^iR) is left continuous we gain an alternative description of JiQ^iR)). 

DEFINITION. Let a be a torsion theory for a ring R. A left ideal L is called 
o--critical if for every A^>L, A e f f f and R/L is a torsion free. 

DEFINITION. Let J(r(R) = the intersection of the cr-critical left ideals. 

THEOREM [3]: Let R be a ring and a be a perfect torsion theory. Then 

J(QAR)) = QAR)(UR))-
Proof. When a is perfect L is critical iff Q^R/L) is simple. Since JiQ^iR)) 

is the intersection of the left annihilators of simple Q^iR) modules, one can 
deduce easily that x e (R 0/(0^(1?))) iff x annihilates every R/L where L is 
critical, iff x e L for every critical left ideal, L. 

LEMMA. If R is a ring and cr is a perfect torsion theory then Z€(RQcr(R)) = 

ZAQ„(RMR)) = QAR)ZAR)-

Proof. Let Q = Q^R). Let x e Z€(QQ)- Then Ex = 0 for some essential left 
ideal E of Q. Then EC\R is an essential left ideal of R so x e Z€(RQ). If E' is 
an essential left ideal of R, then QE' is an essential left ideal of Q, so the 
reverse inclusion holds and this gives the first equality. The second equality 
holds since a is perfect and Z€(Q)^R = Z€(R). 

LEMMA. If R is a ring and a is perfect, then Z€{R) finitely generated implies 
Z€(Qa-(R)) *5 finitely generated. 

THEOREM. If R is a ring, a is a perfect torsion theory, and Q^iR) is left 
continuous, then JG.(jR) = Z€(R). 

Proof. Since 7(0 , (10) = Ze(Q„(R)) = Q„(R)Z€(R) and J(Q„(R)) = 

QrWJriR) it follows that J(Q€r(R))nR = Z€(R) = JAR). 

This gives another description of Quasi-Frobenius quotient rings. 
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THEOREM. Let R be a ring and a torsion theory for which a(R) = 0. Then 
Q^R) is Quasi-Frobenius iff 

(i) For any pair (A, B) of mutual left complements A ® J3 e ^ 
(ii) If A is a-open in a left complement and A=B then B is open in a left 

complement. 
(iii) R has finite Goldie dimension and Z€(R) contains a fg. open submodule 
(vi) a is perfect. 

Proof. Given conditions (i)-(iv) to show that Q^R) is Quasi-Frobenius first 
note that (i), (ii), and (iv) insure that Q^R) is continuous so that 
QARVAQAR)) is regular and idempotents lift, [4]. Now Q^RyjQ^R) is a 
regular ring and the Goldie dimension of Q(T(R)/JQ(T(R) is less than the Goldie 
dimension of Q^R) because idempotents lift. The Goldie dimension of Q^R) 
equals the Goldie dimension of R so Q(T(R)/JQ(T(R) is a regular ring of finite 
Goldie dimension hence semi-simple Artinian. By the above lemmas J(Q(T(R)) 
is finitely generated so Q^R) is quasi Frobenius by Utumi [4]. 

For the converse we know, [3], that a is perfect. The other conditions follow 
easily from this and are left to the reader. 

Along the same lines we have 

THEOREM. Let R be a ring and a a perfect torsion theory. If Ja(R) is right 
T-nilpotent and R/Z€(R) has finite Goldie dimension, then Q<r(R) is left 
perfect whenever Q^R) is continuous. 

Proof. As above Q(T(R)/JQ(T(R) is semi-simple Artinian. J(QCT(R)) is a 
two-sided ideal. If JQ^R) is not right T-nilpotent choose {ak}^=1 so that an, 
a n _ 1 ? . . . , ax * o for all n. Write ax = X^ i q^x^ e 4 , and a2qu = X ^ q2jix2jh 

x2j G J„ a2ax = £ u q2nx2iixu. Letting a3q2ji = £ m q3mjix3mji, xmji G 4 gives 
a3a2a1=Yi,umq3mjix3mjix2nxii^^' I n this manner we create longer and longer 
chains of products in J^. By the Konig graph theorem we contradict the right 
T-nilpotence of J^. 

REMARK. A similar type theorem holds for semi-perfect continuous quotient 
rings. 

IV. Z2
€(R\ If R is both right and left continuous Ze(R) = J(R) = Z€(R). Z2

€(R) 
is the maximal left essential extension of Z€(R) contained in R and a similar 
statement holds for Z2

r(R). If R is continuous (on both the right and left) is 
it true that the symmetry extends to Z2

£(R)1 (i.e. does Z2
€(R) = Z2(R)1). As a 

partial answer to this we have the following: 

THEOREM. If R is continuous and (i) for any idempotent e such that Ze(Re) = 
0 there exists a primitive idempotent e' such that Re ^ Re' and (ii). for any 
idempotent e such that Zr(eR) = 0 there exists a primitive idempotent e' such that 
e'R e eR, then Z2

e(R) = Z2(R). 
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Proof. By left continuity of R there exist left ideals Lx and L2 such that 
L1(BL2 = R and Lt = Z2

€(R). Similarly, on the right R = H1®H2 where Hx = 
Z2

r(R). It is easy to see that H1 and Lx are two sided ideals of R. Suppose hx is 
not an essential right extension of Z€(R). Then there exists x e Z2(R) such that 
xR fl Z€{R) = 0, in fact xR H Z2

r(R) = 0. Now let €(x) be the left annihilator of 
x. Because x£Z€{R), €(x) is not essential so there exists a non-zero left ideal 
A such that Ax = A. If A is chosen to be a complement of £{x), then A is a 
direct summand of R and so is Ax, hence Ax = Ah for some idempotent h. We 
claim hRDZ€(R) = 0. To see this, note that if ne hR DZ€(R), hn = n and 
hn = axn. But xZ€(R) = 0, for xR fï Z€{R) = 0. It follows that hR fï Z2(R) = 0. 
Let Z2(R) = fR. Then fi/ = 0, so h = h(l-f) and hR is a non-singular right 
ideal of R. Using (ii) it follows that we could have taken h to be primitive. For 
h primitive we claim hR is simple. Let hi be a right ideal contained in hR. If 
hlh = 0, then hiÇ J(R) = Z€(R) so hlh^O. In case hlh^O we have a map 
hR-^hl which is a monomorphism because hR is uniform. Any such map 
gives rise to a summand of R, hence of hi, hence of hR. But ^R is indecompos
able so hl= hR and hR is simple. If WR is simple, hR is contained in every 
essential right ideal and since J(R) = Zr(R), J(R)hR = 0. In particular J(R)h = 
0 and RhC\Z€(R) = 0, a contradiction. A similar argument gives that Z2

r(R) is 
an essential left extension of Z€(R), so we have Z2(R) = Z2(R). 

COROLLARY. / / R is as in the theorem, then L2 and H2 can be taken to be 
equal and two sided ideals. 

Proof. Let Z2
€(R) = Re and Z2(R) = fR. Now e-f = fe-f = f(e-l)e 

fRnR(l-e) = 0 so e=f and Re = eR. Also (l-e)R(l-e) = R(l-e) is two 
sided too! 

COROLLARY. / / R is a continuous ring and of finite Goldie dimension on both 
sides, then R is the ring direct product of a semi-simple Artinian ring and a 
semi-perfect ring with Jacobson radical an essential left ideal. 

COROLLARY. If R is continuous with conditions (i) and (ii) and M is a cyclic 
R-module, then M=T(M)(BN where T(Af) = Z2(M). Moreover, if sums of 
non-singular modules are non-singular then for every module, M, M = 
Z2

€{M)®N for some N. 
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